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Introduction. Let us consider a linear operator L:
(1) Lv (s,x)=^[] CLij{sy x)DiDjv{s, # ) + 2 ^*(s' x)DiV(s> x)
+ \ \y(syx-\-u)—v(s, x)—Iau\^(uyyv(s,x))]S(s, x, du),
where Z),=3/9x/, F=(D,), a is a non-negative definite rfxrf-matrix, b is a d-
vector and S is a Levy kernel, that is, a kernel satisfying S(s, #,{0})=0 and
\1 S(s,xydu)<oo
In case 5 = 0, the Markov process on Rd having L as its generator can be
constructed by solving Ito's stochastic equation
(2) dXt=a(t, Xty*dBt+b(t, Xt)dt,
where Bt is the ^ -dimensional Brownian motion. It is well known that if a and
b are continuous in (s, x), then there exists at least a solution of (2). Roughly
speaking, the problem whether the equation (2) has a unique solution in the
sense of probability law corresponds to the analytical problem whether the
equation
has solutions v for each X (gr some \0) and for sufficiently wide class of functions
/ . We know that if a is continuous in (s> x) and is positive definite, then the
above equation has a solution v (in the sense of distribution) for each X > 0 and
test function / . Using this fact, Strook-Varadhan [8] proved that the equation
(2) has a unique solution in the sense of probability law. Their method is
basically analytic but it also needs some probabilistic arguments. They intro-
duced and made use of certain martingale equations equivalent to the equation
(2).
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In this paper, we shall consider the case where S is not always 0. In
§2, three equivalent martingale formulations of the stochastic equation associated
with the operator L are defined, and we call each of them 'the (a,b,S)-stochastic
equation'. The main aim of this paper is to prove the uniqueness and existence
of the solution of the {a, b, ^ -stochastic equation. Our results are as follows.
To explain them, let us introduce some conditions:
I . for each bounded domain Dc.R+xRd, there exist positive constants ax
and a2 such that a1\9\2^(0} a(s, x)6)<La?\0|2 for each 9<= Rd and (s, x) <ED,
H. lim sup 2 1 a4j(s, xf)—a{j{sy x) | = 0 for each T and x^Rd; b(s, x) is locally
bounded; and, for each bounded domain DaR+xRdy there exists a measure
S(du) such that
and S(du)—S (s, x, du) is a non-negative measure for (s, x)
IQ\ for each bounded interval [0, T], there exists a constant K such that
S(s,x9 {\u\>l})^Kand
\(x, b(s, x))| +trace a (s, x)+ [u^\u\2S (s, x, du)^
for all (s, x)^ [0, T] xRd. (We shall give a more general condition in §5.)
If conditions I and H are satisfied, then the (a, b, S)-stochastic equation has at
most a solution; if condition I , H and III are satisfied, then there exists
uniquely a solution of the equation; and if condition H and H are satisfied and
a, by S are continuous in x, then the equation has at least a solution.
The proof of the uniqueness is progressed in the same way as in Strook-
Varadhan [8]. But, in our case, there arise some difficulties, for the condition
H is very weak and a{s, x) is not always continuous in s. Our proof of the
existence is based on Hille-Yosida's semi-group theory. The merit of the way
is in the fact that one can weaken continuity condition for a, b and S (especially
with respect to the time variable s).
Finally we should mention that Tsuchiya [10] disposed of a similar problem
in a different context. In his case, a=a (x), b=b (x) and S=K (x, u) \u\ ~d~* du
where K is a positive and bounded function and l < a < 2 , and he considered
two cases: i) a(x) is positive definite, ii) a(x) is identically 0. In Case i), his
results are included in ours. But Case ii) is quite different; Tsuchiya solved the
problem by making use of a purturbation method based on the a-stable process.
I wish to give my thanks to Professor T. Watanabewho kindly gave me many
suggestions in the course of my research.
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1. Notation and preliminalies
We shall consider the space W\ of trajectories consisting of right continuous
functions admitting limits from the left, defined on [s, t]c:R+f with values in
Rd. The value of a funciton w at time t is denoted by xt(w). Let W\ be the
cr-field generated by (xT; s^r^t). The function space W\ becomes a complete
separable metric space by the Billingsley metric and the cr-field W\ conincides
with the cr-field of Borel sets of the metric space. Let Ws be the space of func-
tions w on [s, oo) satisfying w (T A t) G W\ for each t^>s. The cr-field W\ is
identified with the cr-field in Ws generated by (xT; s^ r<Z
Lemma 1.1. (Skorokhod [7]) Let Qbe a family of probability measures on
(Wsey Wse) If the family Q satisfies the condition:
lim sup Q (sup | xT | > /) = 0 and
lim sup sup Q (\xr—xr'\ >e) = 0for any £>0,
then it is possible to pick up a sequence (Qn) from Q and is possible to construct
a sequence (X") of processes and a process XT which are defined on a certain probab-
ility space (H', F', P') such that a) for each n, the processes (x, Qn) and (X™, Pf) are
equivalent, b) the process Xr is stochastically continuous and the sequence (X") of
random variables converges to the random variable X7 in probability for any T.
We call T(w) ans-stopping time xis^Tand the set {T^t} is TFJ-measurable
for all t^s. The cr-field W*Ty defined as the collection of sets {A^WS;
A fl (T^t)<= W\ for all t^s}, coincides with the cr-field generated by (xtAT;t^s).
The cr-field WST admits 'regular conditional probabilities'. {see Parthasarathy [6])
Lemma 1.2. (Strook-Varadhan [8]) Let T be a finite s-stopping time. Let
Q' be a probability measure on (Ws, Ws), and for each w e W\ let Q% be a pro-
bability measure on (W, WTQW>) where WTCW> is the a-field generated by (xt (w')y
t^ T(w)). Suppose that
1) QZWVTCM = xrciwy = 1 for each w^ W,
2) for each t^s and A^ W*, w\/Vv->Q'tf, (A) IQTCW^O & Wst-measurable.
Then there exists a unique probability measure Q on (Ws, Ws) such that Q=Q' on
WsTy and for almost all w (w.r.t. Q') the regular conditional probability of Q given
the a-field W*T coincides with Q% on WTCW\
Let {£l,FyP) be a complete probability space with a non-decreasing and right
continuous family (Ft)t^0 of sub-cr-fields of F. Without loss of generality, we
can suppose that the cr-field Fo contains all the negligible sets of F. Moreover,
we assume that the family (Ft) has no time of discontinuity. In the rest of this
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section, we suppose that each real valued process is adapted to the family (Ft) and
its paths are right continuous, have limits from the left and equals 0 at time 0.
We shall pick up some notation and remarks from Meyer [5]- I .
Notation and remarks. We say that a process Xt is 'natural' if AXT
— XT—XT_ = 0 for any totally inaccesible stopping time T. Each martingale
is quasi-left-continuous, for the family (F,) has no time of discontinuity. There-
fore each martingale has no common jump with any natural process. We say
that a process Xt is 'locally integrable' if there exists a sequence (Tn) of stopping
times such the Tn \ °o as n-^oo and each stopped process XtATn is uniformly
integrable.
1) We denote by Aloc the space of all processes whose total variations on any
bounded intervals are finite. Each process Xt^Aloc is decomposed to the sum
of a continuous process and a purely discontinuous process as follows:
Xt = [Xt- 2 4XT]+ 2 JXT where AXT = XT-Xr.
We denote the subspace of Aloc consisting of all continuous (resp. purely
discontinuous) processes by A%oe (resp. A*oc). The decomposition Al0C=Acl0C-\-
A*oc is always direct, and the decomposition Anioe=Aioc-hAnltc is also direct, where
the spaces with superfix V express the subspaces consisting of natural processes.
In the sequel, we shall consider the subspace Aqloc= {At^Al0C; At is quasi-left
continuous} instead of the space Aloc. If i ^ G i L is locally integrable, then
we can uniquely choose Bt(=Ai0C such that At—Bt is a locally integrable
martingale. We denote the process Bt (resp. At—Bt) by <^ 4,> (resp. cAt).
2) We denote the space of all locally integrable martingales by Mloc. Let Xt
be in Mloc and let a sequence (Tn) of stopping times carry all the jumps of Xt,
that is to say, P [Tn= r m <oo]=0 for any n^m and {(w, t) ; Xt (w)^Xt^(w)}
C U (graph TH). We call the process 2 e(AXTJCTnxt)), which is formally denoted
by C ( S dXT)y the 'purely discontinuous local maringale' part of Xt. Let M\oc
(resp. MfOe) be the subspace consisting of all continouus (resp. purely discon-
tinuous) local martingales, then we have Ml0C=Mic0C+M?0C (direct sum). If Mt
and Nt inMl0C are locally square integrable, then there exists a unique At^Aei0C
such that MtNt—At<= Mloc. The process At is denoted by <Mt, Nty.
Every process Xt=Mt-\-At with Mt^Mloc and At^Aioc is called a 'weak
local semi-martingale\
Let Cn(D) (resp. Cn>h(D)) be the space of functions on a domain D whose
r-th (Ofgr^Sn) derivatives are continuous (resp. bounded and continuous).
The formula of change of variables on semi-martingale (see Kunita-Watanabe
[4] and Meyer [5]) gives a base of the discussions in this paper.
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Theorem 1.3. (Kunita-Watanabe's formula) Let Xt={Xlt) be a d-dimen-
sional weak local semi-martingale such that
* with Mt^Mel0C9 iV/e3ffoe, A\^A%0C and
and that ANtAB{=Ofor all i, j and t. If F(x)<aC2(Rd) n Cltb(B*)> then the process
F(Xt)—F(X0) has the unique decomposition:
F(Xt)-F(X0) = M/+N/+A/ with M / e Mcloc, N/(=M?oe and At'^Aeloe,
where
1=1 Jo
2
*>j~l
+< g [F(XT)-F(XT_)-± D,.F(ZT_)JiV^>+< g [F(XT)-F(XT_)]>.
The following lemma is useful.
Lemma 1.4. If a process Xt is uniformly integrable and E[XT]=0 for
any bounded stopping time T, then the process is a martingale.
Proof. Let s<£ and A^FS. Considering the stopping time T=sIA-\-tIAc,
we have E[XT] = E[XsIA]+E[XtIAc] = 0. On the other hand E[Xt]=E[XtIA]
+E[XtIAc]=0. Thus, E[XtIA] = E[XsIA}.
Notation. The spaces Aioc, Mloc etc. are also defined for rf-dimensional
real valued processes (resp. complex valued processes) in such a way that each
coordinate (resp. real and imaginary parts of each coordinate) belongs to the
spaces Aloc, Mloc etc. of the previous sense. We often denote the spaces Alocf
Mloc etc. and the expectation E with respact to (£1, Fy Fu P) by Aloc (Ft, P), Mloc
(Ft, P) etc. and by EP respectively, lest we should get confused.
Let S and S' be kernels. It is simply denoted by S<^ Sf the fact that S'—S
is non-negative. And | S—S' \ stands for the total variation of the signed measure
S'-S.
2. Martingale problems of stochastic equations
Let (H, Fy P) and (Ft)t^Q be the object as we stated in §1. Let us choose
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a rf-dimensional Brownian motion Bt, a Poisson random measure p (dt, dz) on
R+xRd with parameter dtxdz/\z\d+1 and the Poisson martingale measure
q (dt, dz). These are defined as follows: for each Borel set A in Rd— {0}, the
process/) ([0, t] xA) is a Poisson process adapted to (Ft) which is independent of
Bt and satisfies that
E[p([0,t]xA)]=(t( dTdz
A\z\d^
And q (dt, dz)=p (dt, dz)—dt dzj\z\d+1.
For each s^R+, x, z^Rd, let a (s, x) denote a dxd-mzXx\x, b (s, x) and
c (s, x, z) d-vectors. We suppose that a, b and c are Borel measurable. Let T
be an ^-stopping time and let (Xt\ t^\s, T]) be an i?rf-valued right continuous
process admitting limits from the left and adapted to (Ft), where [s, T]—
{t<oo ; s^t^T}. From now on, we shall assume these conditions without
any assignment.
DEFINITION. We call a process Xt a solution of the original (a, by c)-stochastic
equation starting from (s, x), constructed over (12, F, Ft, P, Bt, p, q) if
SO) Xt=X+[a(T, XT)dBT+[ V ,^r )^+(V(T, Xr, *M^> <**)
+ \ 1 (^7-, XT9 z)p(dry dz) for all t<=[s, T], where ^ = ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ and r ^
JsJ
We assume that
'ftrace (<r<r*) (r, XT)+ | b(r, XT) | + J |c(r, XT, z) \ 2A l j ^
for all *e [s, T]y where the domain of integration by dz is the set Rd— {0}.
Let a(s, x) be a measurable and non-negative definite rfxrf-matrix and
S (s, xy du) be a Levy kernel. Let us introduce an integro-differential operator
L defined by, for each v<=C2'b (R+xRd),
Lv(s, ^ ) = J 2 aijDtDjvis, x)+ 2 V>M*, *)
s, x))] S(s, x, du).
Set ®e(s, x) = e~K6^LeKQ"\s, x). Then we have
*, *) («, <*(*, x)0) +i(9, b(s, x))+fe<*-u>-l-IOuuJ(0, u)]S(s, x, du).
Now suppose that #=<rcr* (<r* stands for the transposed matrix of 0-),
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S(s, x, D) = [cCsx^D-J^~ for each open set DtzR"- {0},
J \z\
and that (Xt, P\t^ [s, T]) is a solution of the original (o-, b> £)—stochastic equa-
tion starting from (s, x). Then we have
v(t, Xt)-v(s, x)-£(A+L^(T, XT)dT€=Mi0e(Ft9 P)
for all v^. C2'b(R+ X Rd). This can be verified by the Kunita-Watanabe formula
(Th. 1. 3.).
Notation and remarks. Let J (dt, du) be the random measure defined by
J (dt, du) = 2 hdxs<Edu-io)>
Then it holds that
E[\Ts'\h(t, Xt_, u)J(dt,du)] = E[\T$'\h(t, Xt,u)S(t,X, du)dt].
for any non-negative and measurable function h (s> x, u) and ^ -stopping time
Tr (T'-^T); where if any one of the members is integrable, so is the other. Set,
for £ = 1 , 2 ,
Hp = lh(s, x, u);j'j |h{r, XT, u) \ PS{T, XT, du)dr< oo a. e. for all t<= [s, T]}.
If A is a function of H1, then the purely discontinuous process
£5*0", XT, "Mid** dU)
is locally integrable. By Lemma 1.4, we have
T, XT, u)J(dry duS) = £JA(T, XT , ii)5(rf Xr9 du)dr.
Set eJ(dt, du)=J(dt, du)—S(t, Xt9 du)dt. Then stochastic integrals by CJ are
local martingales, therefore we shall say that CJ is a 'martingale measure'. If h
is a function of H2, then the locally square integrable martingale:
T, XT, u)CJ(dT, dU) =
is defined. And if hx and h2 are elements of H2, then we have
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In order to give the martingale formulation of stochastic equation, we need
the following theorem, (ay by S are given and L, O0 are defined as before.)
Throrem 2.1. Let (Xty P;t(= [sy T]) be a process such that lim P [sup \XT\>n
=0and
{trace a (r, Xr)+\b (rT, Xr)| + j |a12A 1 S(T, XT,
/or all t£:[s, T]. TA^ w the following three conditions are equivalent.
SI) For any v (s, x) e C2'^(i?+ xi?rf),
t<«, Xt)~v{sy x)- £ ( " I T + ^ T , XTyre M^(F,, P).
S2) For all 6^Rd,
i(0y Xt-x)- P*e(T, ZT)rfr]-1 e Jlfloc(F#, P).
S3) ^ w a weak local semi-martingale which has the following property:
a) for any positive measurable function h and for any s-stopping time Tr
if a measure J of jumps of the process Xt is defined as before. That is to say, J
(dt, du)—S(ty Xty du) dt is a martingale measure (which we shall denote by cJ(dt, du)).
b) there exists a d-dimensionalprocess Mt=(Mi) such that
M f e JH.. (Ft, P), <M\, M*> = ('«„ (r XT) dr,
J s
and the process Xt can be decomposed as follows:
Xt=x+Mt+1V, XT)dr+^ ]u]^u cJ(dr, du)+^lul>1uJ(dT, du).
Proof. 1° Condition SI) implies the next condtion:
S2') ioT2ilie^Rdy
exp[i(dy Xt-x)}-\-£exp[^, XT-x)]®d(ry Xr)dr^Mloc{FtyP).
By the Kunita-Watanabe formula, it is easily proved that Condition S2) and S2')
are equivalent.
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2° Next, we shall show that Condition S2') implies Condition S3). Set
Tn = w£ {te[s,T];\Xt\>n}.
Each stopped process XtATft can be decomposed as follows:
XtATn = Y»+JXTnI^Tn,y sup | y» I ^n
If 101 <2*r/», then i (0f Y?)=log exp [i(0, Y?)]. Since the process exp [i(0, Y?)] is
a weak local semi-martingale, the process i(0, Y") is a weak local semi-martingale.
From the fact that Tn \ T, the process Xt is a weal local semi-martingale. It is
easy to show that the process Xt has no natural jump, in other words, the process
X, is quasi-left-continuous. Thus the process Xt is decomposed as follows:
Xt = x+Mt+At+Nt+Bt, M{t(=Mclocy A\^A\oey iV'eM
We suppose that|AN,\ ^ 1 (resp. |ABt\ >1) if ANt*0 (resp. Al
By the Kunita-Watanabe formula, we have
eKB>zt-x)___ i = [a local martingale taking value 0 at time s]
e™'Zr-
Condition S2r) and the uniqueness of Meyer's decomposition imply that, for
each 0ei?rf, the process
Z$= [-y<(0> Mt), {9,
is identically zero. An elementary computation shows that
etc
.eii<*>Axr->y_ i \ s j n 4 ^ u)*eK*'u:>S(Ty XTy du) di
{ ; ) l 2 4 = 0 .
Thus, for each estopping time T (T'^T),
E\\T (sin4^, u)-eK«'uy(dty du)\ =^W (sin4(^, u)-e*M>S(t, Xt du)dt\ .
(If any one of the members is integrable, so is the other.) Set
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Sn = inf {t£E [s, T]; \ \ | u | 2A 1S(T, XT, du)dr>n}, and
H= {bounded measurable function h (u) on Rd;
E[£"jsin'(/3, u)h(u)J(dt, <*«)] = E[JsS"Jsin4(/3, u)h(u)S(t, Xt, du)dtj.
We note that the class C= {exp [/(a, u)]; «Gi?rf} is included in H. It is easy to
show that H is closed under the formation of limits of uniform or bounded
monotone sequences. Since C is closed under the multiplication and contains
1, H contains all the a (C)-measurable bounded functions, where <r(C) is the
cr-field generated by the functions of C. Thus H contains all the bounded
measurable functions. As (3 and n are arbitrary, we have
[ j^J*(u)/(A, <fc)] = E^J/KzW, Xt
for each non-negative measurable function h on Rd. Property S3)-a) follows
immediately from this fact. On the other hand it hold that
0 = Re Z? =-U(9, Mt), (0, Mty>+M\e, a(r, XT)d)dr2 Z Js
+<£j(cos(0, u)-l)J(dT, d«)>-£j(co8(0, u)-l)S(r, Xn du)dr,
that is to say,
<(0, Mt), (6, M,)>= [(9, a(r, XT)6)dr.
It is immediate to show that
3° By the Kunita-Watanabe formula, it is easily proved that Condition S3)
implies Condition SI ) . Q.E.D.
DEfiNiTiON. W e say that a process {Xt, P;t^[s, T]) is a solution of the
martingale problem of the (a, b, S)stochastic equation starting from (s, x) if Xt
satisfies either one of the conditions of Theorem 2. 1.
A solution of the original stochastic equation is also a solution of the associ-
ated martingale problem. We can prove the converse of this fact under some
restriction for a and S.
T h e o r e m 2.2 Let (ft, Ft) P, Xt) be a martingale solution of the {a, b, 5 ) -
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stochastic equation starting from (s, x). If a (s, x) is strictly positive, and the kernel
S (s, x, du) has no point mass and its support is Rd- {0}, then there exist a, c, and
(Bt, p (dt, dz), q (dt, dz)) such that
a) a and c are Borel measurable, <rcr*=a and
f dz
 = S(s,x,D) for each open set DaRd-{0}.
JcCs,x,z)<=D\z\d+1
b) Bt (resp. p, q) is a Brownian motion (resp. a Poisson random measure, a
Poisson martingale measure) on the probability space (fly Fti P). Bt, p and q
satisfy the same condition as we stated at the beginning of this section.
c) Xt is a solution of the original (a, b, c)-stochastic equation starting from
(s, x) constructed over (fl, Ft, P, Bt, p, q).
We omit the proof, since we never make use of the original stochastic
equation.
3. Operator L and transition probabilities
I . (Some inequalities for solutions of a parabolic equation)
Let a(s) be a measurable dxd symmetric matrix such that
for all 0G:Rd and $ei?+ . We shall consider the parabolic equation:
OS L U
Define an operator Gx acting on a suitable class of functions on R+ X Rd by
GJ(s, x) = \\J^*'/!)e-w*>>i'»-»f(s+t, x-y) dtdy
( i rs+t \-i/2
-i-J a(r)drj .We say that a function / o n R+ X Rd belongs to the class Cj£ (or is a test
function) if and only if / is a C°°(R+ X i?*)-function with compact support. We
can verify that if / E Q , then g(s, x)=Gxf(s, x) is a solution of the parabolic
equation. Set
T /c / v\ _ det U(s, t) M-\uUs,t,x)-
 {27[ty/2 e
Then we have, for each/eC£,
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GJ(s, x) = \\MS, t,y)f(s+t, x-y)dtdy ,
DfGJ(s, x) = J"JA/X(*, t,y)f(s+t, x-y)dtdy .
Moreover, for the set B,= {(t,y)<= R+ XRd; t>£ or | U(s, t)y\2>€}, the integral:
Dfl.Ms, t,y)f(s+t,x-y)dtdy
exists for each £>0 and it converges to a certain function as £ I 0. Let us de-
note the limit by I'^f. We can verify that
DtD.GJis, x) = I'tfis, x)+c"(s)f(s, x)
where cij\s) is a function on R+ such that there exists a finite upper bound of
| cij | independent of X and / . {see Bers-John-Schechter [1] p-226)
REMARK. We can verify that if a(s) is continuous, then the functions Gkf,
Z),.GX/, DjDjGxf and Gx/are continuous in (s, x) f o r / e C ^ , and that these
functions converge to 0 as s-\-1 x 12->°°.
Let us introduce some norms for functions on R+ X Rd.
= sup
i / 1 L * = ( 5 o ° ° s i / (* ,*) i
In the sequel, these a and p are fixed, The following theorem can be
proved by a similar way to the proof by Jones [2] and in Bers et. al. [1].
Theorem 3.1 / / / is a function of C% and Xr2^ 1, then
1) H«{Vimc. H«(f) and | | / ^ | | ^ . f*H\f),
2) | / £ ' / L ^ . | / L> ,
where the c.'s stand for certain constants independent of X, f and r.
REMARK. Let |-/ |c* be the norm \\f\\+r*H*(f). Then there exist con-
stants c# and cp depending only on d, a,p, ax and a2 such that
l c -^ l / l c - and
and Xr2^l .
In the following two lemmas, we suppose that Xr2^>l and/eCj£, and
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the c.'s stand for certain constants independent of X, / , and r. We will omit
the proofs of these lemmas, because these are not so difficult.
Lemma 3.2
1) | | G , / | | ^ r 2 | | / | | and \\D,G,J\\£c. r\\f\\,
2) H*(GJ)^r*H°(f) and H^D^J^c. rH"(f),
3) \GJ\L>^r*\f\L> and \DiGJ\LP^c. r\f\L*.
Lemma 3.3
1) If2-d/p>0, then \\GJ\\^c. f*-'»\f\L*,
and if 1-d/pX), then \\DfiJ\\£c. r*-"'p\f\LP.
2) / / l+a-dlp>0, then IP-(GJ)£c. r^*-<»>\f\L,,
and if a-dlp>0, then W^DfiJ^c. i-*'*\f\LP.
3) |Z),Gx/(-,
IE. (A priori estimate for the operator L)
Let a(s, x)y b(s, x), S(sy x> du) be as follows:
a) there exist positive constants ax and a2 such that
and (s,
b) sup \b(syx)\<oo ,
c) there exists a measure S(du) such that
<oo and S(s, xy du)^S(du) for all (s, x)^R+xRd .
Let L be an operator defined by
Lv(s, x) = - 1 2 ah.(s, x)DiD.v(s, * ) + £ b4(s, x)Div(sJ x)
(*, x+u)—v(s, x)-IOu]^(uy Fv(sy x))]S(sy xy du).
Let x0 be an arbitrary but fixed point of Rd and set
Lo = \ 2 ah.(sy x^Dfi. and Tx = (L-LO)GX ,
where Gx is an operator defined simiarly to that in Subsection I using a(sy x0)
in place of a(s). And denote by KK a formal expression Gx[/—TJ"1.
Assumption. Let ca and cp be the constants defined in Subsection I .
(A*) C* max sup | a{j{sy x)-a{j{sy xQ) | ^  1 .
(A^) cp max sup | a{j{sy x)-ah.(s, x0) \ ^  1 .
ij s,x
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Lemma 3.4 If Assumption (A )^ is satisfied, then there exists a function <rp(r)
on i?+ such that lim <rp(r)=0 and
1
• i max sup I a,/s, x)-ai.{s, x0) 12
/» particular, \ TKf\Lp^(±-+<rp{r))\f\Lpforf<ECZ and Xr2^l.
Proof. In this proof, the c.'s stand for certain constants independent of X, /
and r. For simplicity, we set a'(s, x)=a(s, x)—a(s, x0) and g(s, x)=Gx/(f, x).
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have
-1 max ||aj,|121DJ).g\LP+ max|\b{\121^.^IL>
On the other hand,
\\\g(s,x+u)-g(s,x)\S(du)\£p
Jl«l>l
^ r Udx{\ S (dutiM |^ (*, x+u)-g(s, x) | ^ S(^ M) (-L + J- =
Jo J \ J I « I > I J JI«I>I \^> q
- ^ f e 1 ^ ^ ^ - ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ - ^ ^ 2 ^ 1 ^ (by Lemma 3-2) •
Moreover,
I j^g(s,x+u)-g(s,x)-(u, Vg{s,x)) I S » | [P
^["[ds dx[dd( \\u\\ Vg(s, x+6u)-Vg{s, x) | S(du)Y
Jo J Jo \Ji«l^r
)vg{sx)\ \p§
^ c. ([ |M|2S(</M)V\f.\t> (by Lemma 3.3-3)).
Similarly we have
^ ,*+«) -* (* , *)-(«, ^(*, *)) I S(du) | £*
\"[dxds[de([ Iu I I Fg(s, x+6u)-Fg(s, x) |S(du))>
Jo J Jo \Jr<\«\^i /
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(W(2|«| \Fg\£>S(du))
I u I S(du) )p(r | /1
 LP)P (by Lemma 3.2).
Combining these inequalities, we see that
I (I &, x+u)-g(s, x)-(u, Vg{s, x)) | S(du) |
 LP
£c. \\u\>(-^-Al)S(du)\f\L>.
J 1*1 ^ l \ \U I '
The right-hand side of this inequality tends to 0 as r \ 0. Thus we can choose
<rp{r) of the form
Q.E.D.
The kernel S is said to be continuous if
lim ( | u |2 A11 S(/, x', du)-S{s, x, du) \ = 0 for all (*, * ) e R + X Rd .
Lemma 3,5. Suppose that Assumption (Art) is satisfied. If a(s, x)y b(s, x)
and S(s, x, du) are continuous in (s, x), and if there exists a constant ha such that
max | a{J(s9 xf)—ah(s9 x) \ +max | bfa x')—bi{ss x) \
+ J M 2 A l\S(s, xf, du)-S{sy xy du)\^ha\x'-x\* for any sy x\ x3
then there exists a function a-a(r) on R+ such that lim crJr)=0 and
We can prove this lemma by means of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Al-
though the computation is rather long, it is a routine work; so we omit the proof.
We only mention that we can choose o-J(r) of the form
rjr) = c (r+SK+ \\u\* (-1-Al)§(du)) .
Let us introduce two norms for functions on R+xRd.
I / \L>-> = I /1 i>+21DJ | ^ + 2 1 D(Dsf | LP ,
2 ( ^ y / )
ij
Completing the space C£ by the norms | • |L*9 \ • \L^py | • |c« and | • |c2+flS, we get
Banach spaces Lpy L2p, C% and C*+", respectively.
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REMARKS. 1) Let Assumption (A^) be satisfied and let rp be a positive
stant s
operators
con such that <rp(rp) <—. Then | 7 \ l i *< l f° r A^*>2. Therefore the
[/-TV]"1:!,*-*!,* and Kx:Lp->L2p
are well defined,
2) Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 3.5 are satisfied, and let ra be a posi-
tive constant such that <rjr^<— . Then | 7\|C«<1 for X^r*2. Therefore,
considering the first remark in Subsection I , the operators
[ / - r j - ^ C ^ C ; and Kx:C^Cl+a
are well defined.
Theorem 3.6, 1) Suppose that Assumption (Ap) is satisfied. If f^Lp
and X^r^2, then v=KKf^L2yp and this is a solution {in the distribution sense) of
the equation
Moreover if p>d and — < a < l , then there exists a constant c (independent of f)
P
such that
2) Suppose that conditions in Lemma 3.5 are satisfied. If f is a C%-function such
that the support of the funciton sup | f(s, x) \ is a compact set in R+, then v~Kxfis
a C2^a-function satisfying the equation
ds
for any X>0, and \\v\\^lj\\\f\\.
Proof. 1) Set/'=[/-7\]w7. Then/'EL' and KJ=GJ'. Therefore
The rest of the assertion follows from Lemma 3.3.
2) Set A/=r^2. If/ is a function concerned with, then the C^-function Kkf:
KJ(s, x) = e-^'-^Kstts, x) with7,(5, x) = e«'-»sf(s, x)
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is well defined for each \ > 0 . It is easy to show that v=Kkf satisfies the equation
By the maximum principle of parabolic-type equation, we see easily the last
assertion. Q.E.D.
HL (Construction of transition probabilities)
Let a, by S, aly a2y S, cay cpy rp and other notations be the same as in Sub-
section H. In this subsection, we suppose that Assumption (A^) and (A^) are
satisfied. Let us denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of S(sy x, du) given S(du)
by K(s> xy u).
It is easy to construct a sequence (any bny Sn) satisfying a)—e).
a) a11912^(<9, an(Sy x)0)^a2\9\2 for all 6 and (s, x)<=R+xRdy and an satisfies
Assumption (A^) and (A^).
b) ||«7y||^ lk y | | , | |6? | |^ ||6,-|| and there exists Kn such that 0^Kn(sy xy u)^ 1 and
Sn(sy xy du) = Kn(sy xy u)S(du).
c) There exists a bounded set Dn(ZR+ xRd such that an(sy x)—a"(sy xo)=bn(sy x)
=Kn(sy xy M ) = 0 for (sy x)^Dn.
d) any bn and Sn are continous in (sy x)y and there exists a constant hn such that
«&(*, *0-«?X*. *) I + S !*?(*, x')-b?{s, x) I
ij i
+ \ \u\2Al \Kn(s, x'y u)-Kn(sy xy u)\S(du)^K\x'-x\"
for all sy xfy x.
e) a1ij(sy x)->aiJ(sy x)y b?(sy x)-^>bi(sy x) a.e. with respect to dsdxy and Kn(sy xy u)
-^K(sy xy u) a.e. with respect to dsdxS(du).
We define operators Ln and Kl similarly to L and Kx respectively by using
(any bny Sn) in place of (ay by S).
L e m m a 3.7. Letf^Lp f] L°° and let (fm) be a sequence of C%-functions with
compact supports such thatfm->f in Lp and \\fm\\^\\f\\. Then KnJm is a C%+* n
U'p-function. And if\^rJ2, then
Klf\L2,p->0 as rn->ooy \Klf-KJ\L*.p-+0 as n-+oo .
Moreover if2p>d and X^rJ2, then
WKir-KlfW^ as m-*oo, \\Klf-KJ\\->0 as n-^oo .
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 we see that KnJm<= C%«f)L2'p. It is immediate
to show that lim\Knxfm~Klf\L^p=O for X^rp2. By Lemma 3.3, this implies
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that ]im\\Klfm—Klf\\=O for X^rJ ? and 2p>d. On the other hand, for each
L2'p-function v> lim | (Ln—L)v \
 LP=0. In fact, for example,
I v(s, x+u)~v(s, x)-I<MSJu, Fv(s, x))\ \S"(s, x, dv)-S(s, x,
^ c. J \u12Al[jJA(5,x,w)P\K"(S,x,u)-K(s,x,u)|*dsdx]§{du),
where the c. stands for a constant independent of n and
h(s, x, u) = \v(s, x+u)-v(s, *)—/CI«ISI)(«. ?v(s, »))I/(I«
It is easy to show that sup |h(s, x, u) \
 L*< °o. As |K"—K | ^  2 and K"-*K a.e.,
u
we conclude that lim /M=0. In particular, lim\(Ln—L)K^\LP=0 for \^>rj2.
Since KnJ=KK[I-{Ln-L)K^-1fy we have lim ^ / - i ^ / L ^ - O for X^r^2.
By Lemma 3.3, we have also lim||i^/-i£,J| |=0 for X^rJ2 and 2^)>d.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.8. Let v be C2£*-function with compact support and let
Then f is an Lp [\ L°°-function such that the support of sup | f(s, x) \ is compact, and
Proof. Set
g" = ( \ - - |—• L ") 1 > = f-(L"-L> •
Then £* is an L^ (1 C^-function such that the support of sup |#*(s, x) \ is compact.
Thus
v = Kit = K%f-{Ln~L)v).
From lim|(LH—L)V\LP=0, which have proved in the proof of Lemma 3.7, it
follows that lim|2£x(£*—L)V\L^P=0. In fact, in the case X^rj 2 , this follows
from Theorem 3.6; and in the case X</>2, it follows from Theorem 3.6 and the
next remark that iff is an L^-function such that the support of sup | f'(s, x) \ is
compact, then we have
Klf'{s,x)=e-«'-»'Kl>fl'{s,x) with //(*, *) = e*'-^f(s, x),
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where X'=r^2. On the other hand lim\K"f— KKf\I},p=Q by Lemma 3.7 (and
the above remark). Thus v=Kxf. Q.E.D.
Let Co be the class of all continuous function f(s, x) on R+ X Rd such that
lim / (s, x)=0. In the rest of this section, we assume that 2p>d.
By Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.6, we see that if X^r j 2 a n d / e l / (1 L°°, then
Kxf is an L2tp D C0-function and
where (/**) is a sequence approximating/, having the same properties as in Lemma
3.7. Let Kx' be a unique extention of Kx onto Co. Then \\KX'\\^1I\. It is
easy to show that
This implies that, for each X, /^^ r j 2 ,
K/ and
Set ^ = ^ ( L p n C 0 ) (which is independent of X), and let ^ f = — + L . The
OS
family JS"is dense in Co. In fact, let v and/be the functions considered in Lemma
3.8 and let (/**) be a sequence approximating / which has been considered in
Lemma 3.7. Then we have l im \ \KJ m -v \ \=\ im\ \KJ m -KJ\ \=0 for X ^ 2
(by Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8). This implies that K is dense in Co. It is easy
to show that
(X-A)KX = IonLpf] Co, and Kk(\-A) = / on K.
Therefore
(X-A)KKf = Kx'(\-A) = I on K.
By Hille-Yosida's semi-group theory, there exists a closed extension A' of the
operator A and a positive contraction semi-group (Pt) on Co whose infinitesimal
generator is A/ and whose resolevents are (Kx'). That is,
Kx'f= (X-A')-1/^ \e-»Ptfdt, / G C 0 and X^r^2 .
Let p(f) be a C^iJ^-function such that 0^p (? )^ l , p(?)=l for |f | ^
andp(f)=0for | f | ^ l .
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that the domain of the operator Pt is extended to
COtb(R+xRd) by such a way that Ptf=lim Ptfmfor eachf<=C°>b(R+xRd) where
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Then 1) Ptl = l, and 2) if f is a bounded continuous function on R+ with
compact support, then Ptf(sy x)=f(s+t) (Ptfis independent of x).
Proof. 1) Let 1 m= p{sjm2)p{ \ x \ \m). Then we have
(\-JL-L)lm = Xlm+gm, gm(ELpf)L°° and lim||^|| = 0 .
\ 3^  / >»->°°
By Lemma 3.8, lm=\K^m+K^m. Since 11^^11^—11^11, it holds that lim
Kxlm=—. And so we have
At
[~e-"Ptldt = [~e-xt lim Pt\mdt = l imt"*-^!"* = lim Kx'\m = — ,
JO Jo m->°° m-^°°J0 n-*00 X
for X^rp\ Since Pt\^ 1, it must hold that Pt\ = 1.
2) Let h{s)= [°e-^-s'f(t)dt= \°e~xtf{s+t)dt and hm(sy x)=h(s)P( \ x \ jm). Then
Js Jo
we have
— | — L V =f(s)pO-^)+f,.reL'nL- and lim||^|| = 0 .
By a similar way to the item 1), we have
[°e-xtPtfdt = lim Kx'fm = h(s) = [°e-ktf(s+t)dt,
Jo rn+oo J o
forallX^r^2. This implies that Ptf(s, x)=f(s+t). Q.E.D.
There exists a kernel p/(s> x; dry dy) such that
P,f(s,x)=\p/(s,x;dr,dy)f(T,y)
for each bounded continuous function/ on R+ X Rd. By Lemma 3.9, we see that
p/(s, x; R+f dy) = p/(s, x; {t+s}, dy\ p/(s, x; R+, Rd) = 1 .
Set p/(s9 x; i?+, dy)=p(sy x; t+s, dy). Then p(s, x; t, dy) is a kernel such that
a) p{siX\t,Rd)=\,
b) p(s, x\ s, dy)=8x(dy) (S-measure at x),
c) p(s, x; t, dy)= \p(s, x; r, dz)p(ry z; ty dy) for s<r<t, and
d) Pt-sf(s, x)=\p(s9 x; t9 dy)f(y) for e
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4. Uniqueness of martingale solution
In this section, we suppose that the following condition is satisfied.
Condition (U)
1) For each bounded domain D, there exist constants Q<a{^a2 such that
for all
any T.
and (s,x)^D, Moreover lim sup $] \au(s> x')—aiAs> x)\=0 for
*'-** s<,T ij
2) b(s, x) is locally bounded.
3) For each bounded domain Z>, there exists a measure S(du) such that
f \u\2Al S(du)<°oy and S(s, x, du)^S(du) for (sy x
Let T be a positive constant, and p(g) the function defined in §3—Iff.
Let y be an arbitrary but fixed point of Rd, and set
*a(s, x) = a(sAT,y)+[a(sAT, x^a
«S(s, x, du) = S(sAT, x,d
In § 3— I , we have learnt that if ax \ 612^ {0,a{s)6)^ a2 \ 6 \2 for all 9 and s,
then there exist constants cp(a19 a2) and ca(aly a2) such that
p^^cJiav a2), 21 A ^ A I c ? ^ ^ , a2) (Xr2^l)
where Gx is the Green operator associated with the parabolic operator
Let a and a be positive constants such that
for any 0^Rdy R^l, (s, x)<=R+xRd. There exists a positive constant
such that
ca(g, a) Vcp(g, a) max sup | RWa{j{sy x')—Rcy>ah.(s, x) \ ^  1 .
It is possible to assume, without any loss of generality, that R(y) is measurable and
l/R(y) is locally bounded.
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As we have proved in §3—H, there exists a system of transition probabilities
p(s, x; t, dy) associated with the operator L with coefficients (Rcy:>ay Rcy>b, RCy:>S).
Therefore it is possible to construct a strong Markov process (xt, QSfX\ £G [s, oo))
on the measurable space (W\ W% Wst) such that
Es,x[f(xt) | Wsr] = j j>(r, xr; t, dy)f(y) (s^r^t)
for each bounded Borel function/on Rd.
In the next lemma, (Rcy:>a, RCy:>b, RCy:>S) are simply denoted by (a> b, S). And
L and Kx are the operators associated with these coefficients.
Lemma 4.1. The strong Markov process (xt> Qsx) is a martingale solution
of the (a, by S)- stochastic equation starting from (s, x).
Proof. Suppose that 2p>d, \>rj2 and/<ELp n Co (see §3.) Then we have
KJ{*> *) = ( V ^ - ^ . , [ / f t xt)]dt.
Js
Set pN{x)=p(\x\IN) and
H= j / e i - ; Kx(fpN)(s, x) = EStX[\y^'s\fPN)(ty xt)dt]} .
Then H contains 1 and all test functions. If / w e H and fn->f in sup-norm, then
fnPN-^fPN m Lp and in sup-norm, and hence f^H. Similarly, \ifn^Hy / n ^ 0
and/n f / ( / G L ° ° ) , then f^H. Therefore H must contain all the bounded
measurable functions. From this fact, it is easily verified that if X^r^2 and
f<=LpnL°°, then
KJ(s, x) = £
This fact and the Markov property of (#„ £)5f*) imply that the process
t, xt)-KJ(s, x)+ \ V^-5V(rT ^T)JT
is a square integrable martingale for each \^rj2 and / G i ^ f l l 0 0 . Let t; be a
C2-function with compact support and let
and w=JKTx/(by Lemma 3.8). Thus the process
-ta-tyt, xt)-v(s, x)+ ['e-^-s:if(r, xT)dr
is a square integrable martingale. It is easy to show that this property holds for
any C2'*(i?+xi^*)-function «\ Moreover the property lim £?,,,[sup | #, | > / ]=0
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follows easily from the above facts. Consequently, the process (xt, QStX) is a
martingale solution of the (a, b, 5)-stochastic equation starting from (s> x).
Q.E.D.
REMARK. In the above proof, we used the constant rp which was not well
identified. Here we shall give a discussion upon this. In this remark, let us
denote (Rcy>a, *<»% Rcy>S) by (a, by S). And let Gzx be the Green operator asso-
ciated with the parabolic operator
There exists a measure S(du) (depending on R(y)) such that
( \u\2A 1 S(du)<oo, S(s, x, du)^S(du) for each (s, x)<=R+xRd .
The definition of R(y) shows the existence of positive constants y and rp such that
0 < y < l and
,y(j, x)-a{J(sy *)||2 |D,D .G*J |^+max| | i , |E \Dfi'J \LP
+ IJI G'J(s,
 x+u)-Glf(s, x)-Iau^(u>VGzJ{sy x)) \ S(du) \LP^71 /1
for each X^rJ 2 , /eL p and
In the following theorem, {a, b> S) means the coefficient {Riy:>a, R(iy:>b, Rcy:>S),
and GJ, S(du), 7 and rp are the objects defined in the above remark.
Theorem 4.2. The martingale solution of the (a, b, S)-stochastic equation
starting from (s, x) exists uniquely, and this is a strong Markov process.
Proof. 1° Let (xt, Qs,x) be any martingale solution of the (a, i, 5)-stochastic
equation starting from (s> x). Let us define an operator Vx acting on bounded
measurable functions / on R+ X Rd by the formula:
VJ(s,x) = Ei
We shall prove that if p>d, \ ^ ? > 2 a n d / e Z / f) L°°, theni£x/(s,#)= VKf(s,x\
where Kx is the operator associated with the coefficient (a, by S). From this fact,
the assertion of the theorem follows immediately.
2° There exists a Brownian motion Bt such that
Xt = x+ f' a(ry xry'2dBr+ ('.6(T, xT)dr
Js Js
+ {'[ u *J(dT,du)+\'\ uj{dr,du)
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where / is the measure of jumps of xt and CJ is the martingale measure associated
with J and S (see §2). Let nn be a function satisfying 7rn(t)=s+ — when s+ —
n n
^s-\-v* , and define a new process x" by the formula:
n
x» = x+ [ a(T, xKnWy*dBr+ (' 4(T, *T)Jr
JsJl/«<l«l^l Jj?Jl«l>i
Let VI be an operator defined by
Vlf(s9 x) = ESt
It is not so difficult to prove that, for each £>0 and T'<°°,
lim sup Qs JI xt—x/1 >S] = 0 .
8 + 0 0-£ttt'^T'
\t-t'\<Z
This property and the martingale inequality imply that
I im0, ,J sup |*J -* , |>£] = 0.
Thus we have lim V\f(s, x)=Vxf(s,x) for each bounded continuous function/.
3 ° We shall prove that there exists a constant Nl such that 11 V$f \\^Nl\f\LP
for each f<=C£nLp,p>d and X^rj2.
Set v(z;s,x)=Glf(s,x) for / G C | n P , then v(ar; -, O^C^nL 2 ' ^ for
each z^Rd. Let us denote s+ — by v^ and ^(*,v; ,^ ^ ) by v^(s, x). Then the
process
|«!>l/n
is a square integrable martingale on the time interval (tv, *V+J- Therefore,
V
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Since, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a constant c independent of/and z such that
there exists a constant N\ such that 11 V\f\ | ^ N l \ f \
 LP for each /e C£ D Lp.
4° We shall prove that there exists a constant Nx such that 11 Vxf\ \^Nx\f\LP
for each/<EC£nZ/ provided that \^r;2(p>d).
~Let f^C*f)Lp and z>(s, x)=G{f(s, x) where z is an arbitrary but fixed
point of Rd.
Set
h (s, x) = max |\ah.(sy x)-^.^, *) 11 2 I A ^ > y ^
K$, x+u)—v(s, x)—Iau\^iiuy Fv(sy x))\S(du).
Since the process
«I
[v(r,
 X«+U)-V(T, x?)-/clKlSl3(M( Vv{r,
is a square integrable martingale, we have 11 V%f\ \ ^  11 v \ \ + 11 V\h \ \. Let N\ be
the smallest constant such that || V\f\\ <LN\ \ f\
 LP for any C* nL^-function
/ , and let iVx be a constant such that | |GJ/| | ^ (1 — v)Nx \ f\Lp for any
function / . Since | h \
 LP ^  <y | /1 ^ , we have
This implies that Nl^(l-y)Nx+yNl, and so Nl^Nx. Therefore, for any
5° The inequality \\VJ\\^Nk\ f\Lp holds good for any LpflL°°-function
/ . This may be proved by making use of general results in measure theory.
Therefore we omit the proof.
6° Let£></, X^r;\ f(=C%f]Lp and set v=G{ where z is an arbitrary
fixed point. Then the process
v(t, xt)-v(s, x)+ [e-^-s>(\-—-L)v(r, xT)dr
Js QT
is a square integrable martingale. Therefore
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] = VK(I-Ti)f{s, *),
where T l = ( L - L z ) Gl On the other hand Gl=Kx(I-Tl). Hence Kxg =
VKg for each function g of the form: g= (I- T{) / , / e CJ fl L*. The set of such
functions g is dense in Lpf]Lco with //-norm, and so Kkf=V^f for each
f<=LpnL°° for p>d and X^r;2 . Q.E.D
REMARK. Let £ be a bounded ^-stopping time and p>dy then
*, xt)dt\ Wl\ a.e. (Qs,x)
for each f^Lpr\L°° and \;>r^2. (This can be proved similarly to the above
theorem.)
In the following lemma, we do not assume that (a> b, S) satisfy Condition
(U). (And (a, b, S) does not mean the coefficient (RCy>a, Riy% Rcy>S).)
Lemma 4.3 We assume that (a> by S) satisfy the condition
max | | * , y | | +max^
Let T be a bounded s-stopping time. Let Q' be a probability measure on (Ws> Ws)
such that (xt, Q'; t e [s, T]) is a martingale solution of the (a, b, S)-stochastic
equation starting from (sy x). Suppose that Q'J, (w^ IVs) is a probability measure
on {W% WT^) a. e. w (Qf) such that (xty Q^ ;t<= [T(tv), oo)) is a martingale
solution of the (a, b, Systochastic equation starting from (T(w), xTCwJ), andw vw->
Qw{A)IiT(iw^n is Wl-measurable for each A^W* (t^>s). Then there exists a
unique probability measure Q on (Ws, Ws) such that Q=:Q' on WT and the regular
conditional disfribution of Q given WST equals Q'J, onWTcw:>. IfQis this probability,
then the process (xty Q\t^ [s, oo)) is a martingale solution of the (a, b, S)-stochastic
equation starting from (s, x).
Proof. The first assertion is the conclusion of Lemma 1.2. Extend Q^ onto
Ws so that Q[A\WST\=QZ[A] for all AEE WS. Then, for each A(E Ws and
T, we have
Let <3>0 (s, x) be Ito's differential associated with (a> b> S) (see the paragraph
under the first definition in §2), and set
Mre = exp[i(0, *,--* r)— I <£>0(T, ^T)rfT], s<^r<Lt.
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From the assumption, MsTAt (resp. MJAt) is a square integrable martingale
with respect to (JFJ, Q') (resp. (TF?V*> QZ))- Let A<=W*r be of the form:
A=AlnA*, where
A \ = {xslly , s ^ v } , l { g y + l v + l , ^ &
Then we have,
t \ QZ[IAM*t]Q'
= 2 ( QZVAMW = \ QZ[iAM'r]Q'-
on the other hand,
= \ M'TAtQ'=[
Combining these equalities, we have EQ[IAMsc]=EQ[IAMr]. This equality holds
good for each A& Wsri provided that s^r^t. This implies that M] is a square
integrable martingale (for each 9^Rd) with respect to (Wsty Q). Thus {xu Q\
oo)) is a martingale solution of the (<z, i, *S)-stochastic equation. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.4. If (a, b9 S) satisfy Condition (U), then a martingale solution
(xty QStX'y t^L [s, T]) of the (a, 6, S)-stochastic equation starting from (s, x) is
uniquely determined for any (s> x)^R+xRd. It is all the same when T is an
sstopping time with respect to to the family {W\).
Proof. For the simplicity let us suppose that T is a constant.
1° Set 7V=inf {te[s, T];\xt-x\ >l/2R(x)}. Let(xt, Q'\ t<=[s, T]) be a
martingale solution of the (ay i, ^-stochastic equation starting from (sy x). Then
(xty Q';tG[s, TJ) is a martingale solution of the (RiX>a, Rc*% ^^^-stochastic
equation starting from (s, x). By Lemma 4.1, there exists a martingale solution
(xty Q"stx'lte[s'9 oo)) of the (RQX>a, R^by ^^^-stochastic equation starting from
($', x'). Since the probability measure Q"s'y is Borel measurable in (/ #'),
QW=QT1<.W'),XT1CW-) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.3. And so, there exists a
martingale solution (xt,Q;t^ [s> oo)) of the (Rc*>a, Rwb, ^^^SJ-stochastic equation
starting from (s, x) such that Q=Q' on WsTl and 0 [ . | W^]=QZ['] on WTu By
Theorem 4.2, a martingale solution (xt, Q) is uniquely determined. Thus the
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restricted measure Qf \ WsTl is uniquely deternined.
2° Let us define a non-decreasing sequence of ^-stopping times by
Tn+1 = in£{t<=(Tn, T];\xt-xTn\>ll2R(xTn)}.
Then lim Q'[Tn<T]=0 holds, for the process (xty Q\ t G ^ , T]) is right con-
tinous, stochastically bounded and l/i?(j>) is locally bounded. By applying the
same method used in 1° for the {R(-xT^ay RCXT1)by R ^^^-stochastic equation, it
can be shown that the restricted measure Q' \ W*T2 is uniquely determined. In-
ductively, we conclude that Q' \ WsTn is uniquely determined for each n. Q.E.D.
5. Existence of martingale solutions
Let T be a positive constant. We shall introduce a new condition.
Condition (B)
1) There exists a constant K such that S(s, x, {|u| >1})^K for all (s> #)e
[O.T]xRd
2) There exists a C^+J-function k(f) satisfying the following conditions.
a) &(0)>0, k\%)^>0 and k(%) is a concave function.
b)
c) |(*,&(*,*))|+tracea(*,*)+( \u\*S(s, x, du)^k(\x\)(l+ \x\2)
foraU(j, *)e[0, T]xRd.
3) For each bounded domain D dRd, there exists a measure S(du) such that
[ \u\2Al S(du)<o° and S(s, x, du)^S(du) for (s, »)e[0, T]xD.
(The function log (e+?) is an example satisfying a) and b) of Condition (B)—2).)
Let p(f) be the function defined in §3—11. Set
N
a(s, x) = a(sA T, 0) + (a(sA Ty x) - a{s/\ T, 0))p( | x \ /N)f
Nb(s, x) = b(sA T, x)p( \x\IN) and NS(s, xy du) = S(sA T, x, du)p( |x\/N).
Lemma 5.1. Let {a, b, S) satisfy Condition (B), and let (xt, NQ ;t^[s, T])
be a martingale solution of the (Na, Nb, NS)-stochastic equation starting from (s, x).
Then
1) lim sup ^ [ s u p | xt | > /]=0, and
2) lim sup sup NQ[\xt—x/\>£]=0 for each £>0.
8-*o or iz-^i^a
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Proof. 1° Set T0=s, Tn+1='mf{t<=(Tny T];\Jxt\>l}. Since
J(dt, du)>n]<i (T~S)K
>I n
where / is the measure of jumps of xt {see §2), we have lim sup NQ[Tn< T]=0.
n
-+°° jsr
If the property lim sup NQ[sup |# /ATJ > /]=0 implies the property lim sup
sup \xtATn+11 > /]=0, then assertion 1) of the lemma holds.
2° There exists a non-negative function A(£) eC2(i?+) such that h'{ + 0)=
N
on[l,oo).
Let NL be an operator defined by
NLv(s, x) = \ 2 *<*„($, *)D,Dyc(*, *)+ 2 "**(*, *)/>M*» *)
+ \ {»(j, x+u)—v(s9 x)—(u, Pv(s, x))}NS(s, x, du).
An elementary computation shows that there exist constants H and H1 such that
ii) h'{ | x | ) 2 1 ^ -2±l±l~+\lu{Jh( I x+u I ) - * ( Ix I ))2 NS(S> x> du)^H>
for each {s, x)<= [0, T] xR d and iV.
3° Let us denote {t\/Tn)A Tn+1 by tn. Let us introduce a new process ^ :
yt = VTn~~ \ \ J(dT, du),
JTnJ\u\>i
Then the process yt has the Meyer decomposition (with respect to the measure NQ
yt = xTn+ \ " dM%+ \ " Nb{r, x)dr+ \ " f ucJN{dry du),
where
r ; , " 0 a n d
cJN(dt, du) = J(dt, du)-NS{t, xt, du)dt.
From inequality i) and the Kunita-Watanabe formula,we have
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K\yt\)&h(\xTu\)+\'' h\\x,\ix"dMp
+ \'" \ h( |x t+u I )-h IxT I ))'J»(dT, du)+H(tn~ Tn).
Let us denote the right-hand side of the inequality by zty then the process zt is a
positive submartingale with respect to the measure NQ. By the martingale
inequality,
t | > /1 W*In] = "£ [ sup h(\y,\)^
4
- h(iy
Since ^(oo^oo^ the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to 0 as l->°o.
On the other hand, sup | xtn \ ^ sup \yt | + | dxTn+1 \, and
NQ[\J*T.J >l I w-Tn] = NE[\T^\m ?S(t,yt, du)dt\ wij
^T sup ( "Sis, x, du).
0£S£T,\*\^&up\yt\J\u\>l
t
By Condition (B)—3), it hods that
lim sup sup \ NS(s, x, du)=0 for each bounded domain D(zRd.
Thus, if lim sup NQ\\xT \ > / ]=0 , then lim sup NQ[su^\yt\ >l]=0; and if lim
sup NQ [sup \yt | > / ]=0 , then lim sup NQ [sup | xtn | > / ]=0 . Thus assertion 1)
N
is verified.
4° Set UQ=s and Un+1=mf{tEi{Uny T];\xt\ >n). Then lim sup NQ[Un
The process (xt, NQ) has the Meyer decomposition:
xt-x=VdM?+*\»b{T,xT)dT+V\ ucJN(dT,du)+{'\ uj{dr,du).
Js Js JsJW^i J«Jl«l>i
Therefore, for each 6>0 and s^t<t'^Ty
NQ[\xt>-xt\ >6]£»Q[\ \t/AUn{dM?+»b(Ty xT)dr+\ u cJN(dr, du)} I >6]
+NQ[\t) J(dT,du)±0]+»Q[Un<T].
Jt J |«I>1
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The second term of the right-hand side of this inequality tends to 0 uniformly
in N as|£—1'\ I 0 because of the following inequality
By Condition (B)—2), the first term also tends to 0 uniformly in N as \t—1'\
| 0. Consequently, the second assertion of this lemma holds good. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.2. If (a, b, S) satisfies Condition (U) and (B), then there exists
[uniquely) a martingale solution (xt, Qs x ; t e [s, T]) of the {a, b, S)-stochastic
equation starting form {ss x). And the solution is a strong Markov process.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 (see also the proof of Theorem
4.4), it is possible to construct (uniquely) a martingale solution (xtyNQsx; £e [s, T])
of the (Na, Nb, ^^-stochastic equation starting form (s, x). Let T0 = sf TN+1=
int {*G (TNi T]; | xt\ >N/2}. By the uniqueness of the martingale solution of the
(Na, Nb> ^S)-stochatic equation, we have NQSX=N+1QSX on the <7-field W*Tjr
Thus there exists a probability measure Qs x on the o--field WsyTN such that
Qs,*^NQs,x on the cr-field WTjr. The process (*„£),,,;*<=[*, V ^ ] ) is a
martingale solution of the (a, b, 5)-stochastic equation starting from (s, x). Since,
by Lemma 5.1,
lim QStX[TN<T] = lim s u p M £ ^ [ 7 V < r | ^ l i m sup MQ..x[sup\xt
the process (xt, QStX) is a martingale solution of the (a, b, 5)-stochatsic equation
on the time interval [s, T]. It is easy to show that this process is a strong Markov
process. Q.E.D.
Condition (C)
1) lim sup 2 Ian(s> x')—aiAs> x) I = 0 f° r each
x'+x O^s^T ij J J
2) b(s, x) is locally bounded, and
forall(*,*)e[0, T]xRd
Lemma 5.3, If Condition (B) and (C) are satisfied, then there exists a
martingale solution (xt,Qsx;t^[s} T]) of the (Na, Nb, NS)-stochastic equation
starting from (s, x).
Proof. We shall omit the super-prefix N of Na, Nb,. and NS in this proof.
1° If aim=a+\jm-Iy then there exists a martingale solution (xt) gcm)) of
the (tf0*0, b, 5)-stochastic equation starting from (s, x), by Theorem 5.2. Similarly
to the proof of Lemma 5.1, we can prove that
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1) lim sup <2cm) [sup | xt | > /] = 0, and
2) lim sup sup Qcw)[ | xt',—xt \ >S]=0 for any £>0.
By Lemma 1.1, it is possible to extract a subsequence QH=QCM^ from the sequence
Qcm:> and it is possible to construct a sequence (Xt, Xnt: n=l,2y •••) of processes
on a certain probability space (fly Fty P) such that the processes (xt, Qn) and
(Xnt, P) are equivalent for each ny and the random sequence X" converges in
probability to Xt for each t^\sy T], Let (xt, QSfX) be the process on the base
space (Wsy Wsy Wst) equivalent to the process (Xty P).
2° Let <&e (s, x) be Ito's differential associated with {a, b, S) (defined in the
paragraph under the first definition of §2). Then
£P[{exp|>'(0,X?-X?)- (%6(ry X«)dT—~ \612(t-r)]-l}/1(Z?1).--/Af(X^)]=0.
J r . m
for any s^s^ *"^sk^r<ty and for any/x, ••-,/feeC°'*(i?rf). Therefore
EP[{exp[i(9yXt-Xr)-
^chm EP\\ | O0(T, X*)—®e(r, XT)\dr
where c is a constant depending only on \\fj\\ ( i = l , •••, ^), ^—^ and ||Oa||.
By Condition(C), limEP[\®B(T, X^)-^e(ry Xr)\]=0for each r e [ r , fl.Thus,
f *
lim \ Epf | <3>0(T, -X"") — O 0 ( T , X T ) I ]dr = 0.
Consequently, for any s<^r<t and
EP [exp (f(^, X , - X r ) - ( 'O , (T , XT)rfr) \Fr]
This limplies that the process (Xt, P) or (xt, Qs>x) is a martingale solution of the
(a, b, 5)-stochastic equation starting form (s, x). Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.4 If Condition (B) and (C) are satisfied, then there exists a
martingale solution {xt> Qsx;t^[s, T]) of the (a, by S)-stochastic equation starting
from (s, x).
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, we can construct a martingale solution (xt, NQS'X';
t(=[s\ T]) of the (Na, Nb, ^5)-stochastic equation starting form (sf x') for each
(sf x')<=[sy T]xRd. Set T0=s and TN+1=mi{t^(TNy T]; \xt\ >N/2}. By
Lemma 4.3, there exists a probability measure 2Q's,x o n the cr-field WST2 such
that ^ , = ' ^ , 0 1 1 the afield WTl and 2Q'S,X[-1 W*Tl] = *QTuxTl [•] on the
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o--field W^r2. Inductively, we can construct a sequence NQ/SfX of probability
measures on the ^ --fields W'Tjr such that N+1Q'S X=NQ'S x on the cr-field W*Tjsr
and N+1Q'StX[. | WTjr]=»+1QTj,,srjr[-] on the afield WTT%+1. Let Qs§s be the
probability measure on the a--field WyTN such that QStX=NQ'stx o n the o--field
W*Tjr The method used in the proof of Theorem 5.2. yields us the fact that
the process (xt, Q)StX 1S a martingale solution of the (a, b, 5)-stocahstic equation
starting form (s,x) Q.E.D.
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